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Industrialization and know-how transfer – Private
Equity as potential deal source and success factors for
direct investments within the GAS Region
Joint Ventures and Foreign Direct Investments offer an excellent opportunity for Arab investors to enter small and
medium sized companies. Therefore, Private Equity Funds are evolving as the most favorable deal-source. Using
investor specific synergy-potentials, direct investments in the GAS-Region foster the Arab world in striving for
acceleration of industrialization and know-how transfer.
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rials & Machinery as well as Energy & Renewables show an average holding period of
four up to six years. This makes an exit of
the PE-Fund within the upcoming years appear likely. (see graph “Average holding period by industry”).
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and Joint Ventures within the GAS Region.
Further success factors comprise a compre-

Success factors for Arab FDIs in
the GAS Region

hensive network and an clear defined acquisition strategy, which is based on Arab
world’s goal to accelerate industrialization
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